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Combining The Nostalgic Beauty Of
A Cast Iron Stove With The Latest In
Gas Stove Heating Technology!
Vantage Hearth Cast Iron Stoves bring you the old world 
charm of a wood burning stove combined with the
economy, convenience, comfort and efficiency of gas 
space heat. These beautiful appliances eliminate the 
mess and inconvenience of heating with wood.

Efficient, Beautiful Heat Without the 
Mess of Wood Burning
Whether you select a Vent-Free, Direct Vent or 
B-Vent Vantage Hearth Stove, it will enhance your 
decor and provide an economical way to reduce the 
expensive operating cost of central heating. Plus 
heating with a Vantage Hearth Stove means you’ll 
never be left in the cold with wet logs or without 
heat during an electrical power outage.
 
You will enjoy the realism and beauty of the dual 
burner systems that feature realistic logs, an abun-
dance of dancing yellow flames and glowing coals 
(available with the B-Vent and Direct Vent models 
only). All Vantage Hearth Burner Systems feature 
remote ready controls and a “matchless” piezo
ignition system.

Remote Controlled Models Offer You 
Heat at the Push of a Button
Vantage Hearth Remote Control Ready Burner 
Systems offer you two types of remote controls as 
well as the ability to operate the log heater with a 
built-in variable manual control. 
 
Remote control accessories are optional and 
include a hand held on/off or thermostat remote 
control. The thermostat remote control allows you 
to operate the burner system manually (on/off) or 
automatically in the thermostat mode.

A Color And Style to Match Every Decor
Vantage Hearth Cast Iron Stoves are offered in several
popular decor colors. The Stoves offer a sleek
presentation with an opening front, curved square legs
and raised detailing.

Cast Iron Stoves are available in four paint finishes:
Flat Black, Natural Iron, Aged Silver & Antique White.

Flat Black - CISB

Antique White - CISAW

Natural Iron - CISNI

Aged Silver - CISAS
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Comfort, Beauty, And Savings...It’s easy to see why 
Vantage Hearth is the most trusted name in zone 
heating. Our heating and hearth products let you 
have it all; unmatched comfort, stylish beauty and 
dramatic energy savings. No matter what your floor 
plan, space or cost requirements,

Vantage Hearth has a product you can really warm 
up to. And you’ll find it at a full-service retailer who 
really understands your home and hearth needs. So 
come in from the cold... and experience the
versatility of Vantage Hearth today.

Why Choose Vantage Hearth?

Venting Choices to Meet Every Installation Need

Vantage Hearth Stoves are designed to give
you the option of pairing the stove cabinet with
one of the Vantage Hearth Burner Systems:
Vent-Free, Direct Vent & B-Vent. 

Vent-Free Burner System
A Vantage Hearth Vent-Free Stove  
 (as shown on the front cover)
delivers up to 35,000 Btu of clean, 
quiet, odorless heat...enough to 
warm up to 1,000 square feet for 
only pennies an hour. With the 99% 
heating efficient design, the burner 
system requires no venting so there 
is no heat loss.   

Direct Vent Burner System
Direct Vent stoves are ideally suited for today’s
energy efficient,tightly constructed homes. The 
flames burn in a sealed combustion firebox, so the 
room air does not come in contact with the flames. 
The sealed burner system 
requires the stove to draw
outside air to the fire for
combustion. This is
accomplished by using a
concentric vent system which 
is actually a pipe within a pipe. 
Outside air is drawn to the
burners through an outer 
pipe, while exhaust gases are 
expelled through a smaller
inner pipe. Room air is heated as it circulates 
through passageways around the burner system, 
then emitted through the top and stove face. The 
flames, glowing embers and logs also radiate heat 
through the glass into the room generating
additional warmth. Vantage Hearth offers a full
line of direct-vent black finished interior
venting components.

B-Vent Burner System
Vantage Hearth’s Top-Vented B-Vent stoves are 
ideal when replacing an existing wood burning or 
B-Vent stove.  The burner system 
uses room air to sustain the flame, 
while exhaust gases are vented out-
side the home. Room air is heated 
as it circulates in and around the 
enclosed burner system. 
 
The flames, glowing embers and 
logs also radiate heat through the 
glass into the room  generating 
additional warmth. Vantage Hearth’s
B-Vent Stoves use standard four inch B-vent pipe.

Direct Vent and B-Vent stoves feature a new slim profile.

Amity Direct-Vent (Top Vent)

Amity B-Vent (Top-Vent)

�Top-Vent

Note: When the Cast Iron Gas Stove is placed 
on carpet a floor pad must be used.  
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Cast Iron Stove Cabinets

MODEL # COLOR VENT-FREE STOVE DIMENSIONS
(Height, Width, Depth)

VENTED STOVE DIMENSIONS
(Height, Width, Depth) WEIGHT

CISB Flat Black

27" x 26 1/4" x 16 1/2" 27" x 26 1/4" x 18 3/4" 198.0 lbs.
CISAW Antique White

CISNI Natural Iron

CISAS Aged Silver

Stove Burner Systems (Vent-Free, Direct-Vent, B-Vent)
MODEL # CONTROL FUEL BTU’s WEIGHT

Vent-Free Burner System

SVYD18PRA Remote Ready Propane 21,000 to 31,000 45.0 lbs.

SVYD18NRA Remote Ready Natural 24,000 to 35,000 45.0 lbs.

Direct Vent Burner System (Top Vent - Uses Vantage Hearth Prepainted Interior Direct Vent Pipe)

SDVBPD Remote Ready Propane 20,000 to 28,000 73.0 lbs.

SDVBND Remote Ready Natural 21,000 to 30,000 73.0 lbs.

B-Vent Burner System (Top Vent - Uses Standard Prepainted Interior 4" B-Vent Pipe)

SBVBPD Remote Ready Propane 20,000 to 28,000 75.0 lbs.

SBVBND Remote Ready Natural 21,000 to 30,000 75.0 lbs.

Accessories for Cast Iron Gas Stoves

MODEL #                      DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

MRC On/Off Remote Control and Receiver Kit 1.0 lb.

TRC Thermostat Remote Control and Receiver Kit 1.0 lb.

GWMT1 Wall Mount Thermostat Control Kit 1.0 lb.

GWMS2 Wall Mount On/Off Control Kit 1.0 lb.
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Installation must be done by qualified service persons.
Read Owner’s Manual before using.
Check local codes and ordinances for permitted uses.
Vent-free gas products are prohibited for bedroom and bathroom 
installation in  Massachusetts.
All products approved for manufactured (mobile) home installation.
We reserve the right to amend product specifications without notice.
Operating heater at very high elevations could cause nuisance outages.

Use with adequate air (ventilation) only. Humidifies while it 
heats. Provides water vapor in the area heated. Refer to owner’s 
manual for specifics.
Vent-Free products cannot be converted  between gas types.
Direct Vent and B-Vent products can be converted between 
gas types.
The only warranty we offer is our standard warranty. 
Please read the warranty for any limitations or disclaimers.

Vantage Hearth also offers a complete line of vent-free gas hearth products featuring a full line of Vent-Free 
Gas Log Heaters, Classic Hearth Gas Fireplace Systems, Fireplace Inserts, Cast Iron Gas Stoves and LogMate 
Fireboxes. A complete selection of Direct Vent and B-Vent Fireplaces, Cast Iron Stoves and Wood Burning 
Fireplaces is also available.

Vantage Hearth’s Gas Stove Heaters are designed certified by PFS Corporation and meet or 
exceed all regulations and safety performance standards for gas appliances. Additionally, 
these heaters perform well within nationally recognized guidelines for indoor air quality.

Vent-Free Burner Systems feature a dual purpose safety pilot system which protects 
against oxygen depletion and any interruption in the fuel supply.  If either occurs, it shuts 
off the gas flow to the burner turning the heater off.  All burner systems have an internal 
pressure regulator to control fluctuations in your gas pressure. These features ensure 
clean and reliable heat without the worry and inconvenience of burning wood.
Vantage Hearth’s Vent-Free Gas Products Meet or Exceed Nationally Recognized Standards/
Guidelines for Indoor Air Quality.

Safety Features Built Into Every Fireplace

Heat At A Push Of A Button
Operation is easy with the controls conveniently located 
behind the door. Simply open the door, start the burner  
system with the 
matchless piezo 
ignitor and select 
the desired heat 
output/flame 
height with your 
variable control.


